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NOVEMBER 8, 1962
Proclamation of
Emergency and Aggression
by China

Several H·on. Members: Hear, hear.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru:
.... and pays its respectful homage to the martyrs who have laid
down their lives in defending the
honours and integrity of' QUI'
Motnerlaod.
This House also records its profound appreciation of the wonderful and spontaneous response of
tile people of India to the emergency and the crisis that has
resulted from China's invasion 01
India. It notes with deep gratitude this mighty upsurge amongst
all sections of our people for
harnessing
all
our
resources
towards the organisation or an a11out effort to meet this grave
na,ional emergency. The flame of
Ii b.erty and sacrifice has been
kindled anew and a fresh dedication has taken place to the cause
of India's freedom and integrity.
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which had been agreed to between
the two countries and has committed aggression and initiated a
massive invasion of India by her
armed forces.
This House places on record its
high appreciation of the valiant
struggle of men and officers of our
armed forces while defending our
frontiers and pays its respectful
homage to the martyrs who have
laid down their lives in defending
the honour and integrity of our
Motherland.

This House grate full v acknowledges 'the sympathy and the moral
and material support received
from a large number of friendly
countries in this grim hour of our
struggle against aggression and
invasion.

This House also records its profound appreciation of the wonderful and spontaneous response of
the people of India to tc,e emergency and the cnSlS that has
resulted from China's invasion of
India. It notes with deep gratitude this mighty upsurge amongst
all sections of our people for
harnessing
all
OUr
resources
towards the organisation of an
all-out effort to meet this grave
national emergency. The flame of
liberty and sacrifice has been
kindled anew and a fresh dedication has taken place to the cause
of India's freedom and integrity.

With hope and faith, this House
affirms the firm resolve of the
Indian people to drive out the
aggressor from the sacred soil of
India, however long and hard the
stru l~ may be."

This House gratefully acknowledges the sympathy and the moral
and material support received
from a large number of friendly
countries in this grim hour of our
struggle against aggression and

Mr. Speaker: I s ~l1 place this
Resolution also before the House.
Resolution moved:
"This House notes with deep
regret that, in spite of the unifonn
gestures of goodwill and friendship by India towards the People's
Government of China on the basis
of recol!:nition of each other's
independence. non-aggression and
non-interference,
and peaceful
coexistence, China has betrayed
this goodwill and friendship and
the
principles of Panchsheel

invasion.

With hope and faith, this House
affirms the firm resolve of the
Indian people to drive out the
aggre",or from the sacred soil of
India. however long and hard the
struggle may be."
Shri .TawaharIal Nehru: Mr. Speaker,
Sir" we meet in 'Parliament today
earlier than was int''',ded. because er
a grave crisis that has arisen. This
House, and everybody in India, and
the greater part of the world know
that the People's Republic of China
has invaded India with massive forces,
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and there have been some bloody
affair, we had taken it for granted
batties
resulting
in
considerable
that this type of aggression was almost
casualties On both sides.
a t"ing of the past. Even the Chinese
aggression on our borders during the
For five years, we have been the
tast five years, bad as it was, and
victims of Chinese aggressiop across
indicative of an expansionist tendency,
our frontiers in the north. That
though it troubled us greatly, hardly
aggression was, to begin with, rather
led us to the conclusion that China
furtive. Occasionally there were some
would indulge in a massive invasion'
incidents and conflicts. These con~
of India. Now, we have seen and
flicts might well be termed frontier
experie'lced this very invasion and it
incidents. Today, we are facing a
has shr'cked us, as it has shocked a
regular and massive invasion of our
large "umber of countries.
tE'rritory by very large forces.
History has taken a new turn in
China, which has claimed and still
Asia and perhaps the world, and we:
claims to be anti-imperialist, is purhave to bear the brunt of it, to fight
suing a course today for which co ~
with all our might this menace to our
parisons can only be sought in the
freedom and integrity. Not only are·
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
we threatened by it, but all the
In those past days, the European
sta:1dards of international behaviOur
Powers in the full flood of imperialist
hiive been upset and so all the world
aggression and with strength and
is affected by it, apart from the i e~
weapons given to them by the Indusdiate consequences. No self-respecttrial Revolution took possession of
ing countrv which loves its freedom.
large parts of Asia and Africa by'
and its integrity can possibly submit
force. That imperialism has abated
to this challenge.
Certainly, India.
now. and many of the colonies of
this dear land of ours. will never
European countries have been freed
submit to it whatever the conseand are independent countries. But,
quences. We accept the challenge in
curiously. the very champions of antiall its consequences, whatever they
imperialism. that is, t ~ People's o ~
may be.
ernment of China, are now following
the course of aggression and i eri ~
It may be that this challenge is als,,",
list expansion.
an opportunity for us.
Indeed, the
people of India in their millions haye
Some Hon. Members: Shame!
demonstrate4 that they accept this
Shri Hari Vishnu Kamath
os
n~
challenge and have shown a unity and'
gabad): Down with China.
an enthusiasm such as has been very
seldom in evidence. A crisis has come
Shri JawaharlaJ Nehru: It is sad to
and we have stood up to face it and'
think thot we in India, who have
meet tha t crisis.
pleaded for peace all over the world,
and who have sought the' friendship
I have moved a Resolution seeking'
of China ,nd treated them with courthe approval of this House to the state
tesy and consideration and pleaded
of e ~n nc that has been declared'
by the Presidpnt. That was inevittheir cau"e in the councils of the world
able
when foreign legions invaded
should now ourselves be victims of
new imperialism and expansionism by
India and our Constitution wisely
a co"ntry which ,"vs that it is against
provided for such a course to be·
fo\1owed hy us in any serious ctisi.•.
all imperialism. This strange twist
of history has brought us face to face
I have no doubt that this House will
approve of this declaration by the'
with something that we have not
President and subsequently I hope also
experienced in this way fot over a
hundred years or more. 'We had taken
of the Defence of India Ordinance and
the other steps that arE' being taken
it/almost for granted that despite some
to face this crisis.
lapses in recent years, as in the Suez
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I should like this House for h
moment to look at this matter in some
perspective. We stand, I do believe,
at a turning point not only in the history of India but of Asia and possibly
even of the world, because what happens in this conflict will affect it
.obviously.
It will affect Asia, of
which two of the biggest countries
are· China and India. But it will
affect the world also and, therefore,
th:s confl:ct has very wide-reaching
consequences. We should try to look
at it from this point of view. For the
moment, we are shocked at this cruel
and crude invasion of another country.
The world has also witnessed the response of the people of the country
invaded, that is, our country, and the
world will yet witness the way the
people of India act when their freedom is threatened and their dear
liberty is imperilled.
So. we are shocked and in a state
of 'high excitement. That is inevitable, and not surprising, but we have
to remember that this turning point
in history is not going to end soon.
We may have to face this for a long
period, for a number of years, I do
not know how long, and we must
train ourselves and the nation to be
prepared to face it, however long the
crisis 'may last. It is in the mood, in
that mentality, that I seek this House
to give a lead to the country.
Chinese aggression on our frontiers
is fiVE: years old and during these
years this House has discussed this
matter repeatedly. On the last occasion this discussion took place on the
12th August, 1962. Many White Papers
have been issued, giving the longdrawn-out correspondence between
the Government of India and the Govermhent of China. Only today I have
placed another bunch of these papers
contained in White Paper No.7. On·
the 22nd August, 1962 we sent a note
to China. A reply was sent to this
on the 13th September last. But
before the reply was sent or received
by us, even On the 8th September,
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by China

China's forces crossed the international boundary in the northwest
corner of NEFA across the Thagla
ridge and began to threaten the
Indian post at Dhola. We had a number of posts near the northern frontier of NEFA adequate enough to
meet any minor or normal incursion .
We hoped that we would be able to
meet this new aggression and immediately we took steps to strengthen
our forces in that area.
Five days after this new aggression, on the 13th September the
Chinese Government sent us a threatening reply, asking for discussions on
the boundary question. We have previously demonstrated by a mass o{
evidence that our boundary is what
has been called the MacMahon Line,
but the boundary was not laid down
even by Mr. MacMahon, whoever is
r~s onsi le for it.. It was a recognition of the long-standing frontier on
the high ridge of the Himalayas which
divided the two countries at the
watershed. To some extent, though
indirectly, the Chinese accepted this.
Certainly they accepted the continuation of this line in Burma. But, apart
from
the constitutional or legal
aspects, it is undoubted and cannot be
challeneged that no Chinese has ever
been in that part on this side of the
line, excepting, as the House knows,
in a little border village called
Longju.
Even the MacMahon Line which the
Chinese have called illegal was laid
dOwn 48 years ago, in 1914, and that
was a confirmation of what was
believed in then. Legal or not, it has
been a part of India for a long number of years and certainly let us say
for 50 years or so, apart from its
previous history which is also in our
favou:a. Here then is a ·boundary
which for nearly 50 years has been
shown to be our northern frontier. I
am limiting what I say to 50 years for
the sake of argument; reany it was
even before that. Even if the Chinese
did not accept it-and I would like
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to say that the objection they raised
in 1913 to this treaty was not based
on their objection to the MacMahon
Line; it was based on their objection
to another part of the treaty which
divided Inner Tibet and Outer Tibet,
the MacMahon Lin.e did not come in
that; however, it is a fact that they
objected to the whole treaty because
of that other objection-even if the
Chinese did not accept it then, this
has been in existence now in our
ma!)s, in our practice, in our Con~ti
. tution, in our organisation, administration etc., for nearly 50 years.
E" en the non-acceptance of it, can it
entitle them to undertake an armed
invasion to upset it?
Even the
Chinese know a:ld say that independent India has been in possession of
lhis territory right up to the Himalayan watershed. It is rather difficult
for me to say what they say. Because,
if any person takes the trouble to read
through this vast c!!rrespondence, he
will notice that their alleged frontier
is a very mobile one; it changes. It
is wherever they have laid the frontier and in this matter too they have
stated many contradictory things.
They have laid stress sometimes on
the fact that we have occupied this
area of NEFA or a large part of it
sinee we became independent. That
is a curious statement since, as I have
said all along, it was fully recognised
in 1913-14. Apart from that, when
we became independent, we did one
thing. We naturally wanted these
tribal people in the frontier areas to
share our independence. The British
largely left them to their OWn
resources and interfered only when
there was some trouble. But there is
no doubt that the British considered
their frontier to be the MacMahon
Line. They did not have a full-fledged
administrative apparatus there. On
gaining independence, we were naturally anxious to develop these areas as
we were trying to develop other areas
of India. We tried, therefore, not
only to introduce our administration
there but schools, hospitals, roads, etc.
It is this which the Chinese say represents our occupying that. Any person
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who sees these papers and te- "'story
behind them wouid easily say that we
have occupied it in every sense,
legally, constitutionally, administratively, practically for a large nll..'Ilber
of years.
:\iow, the point is that whatever the
legal and constitutior;."l aspect of their
claim might be we .hink there is no
force whatever-does that justify a
sudden invasion of this kind? The
House will remember that we have
discussed this matter many times previously; we discllssed it largely in
relation to their aggression in Ladakh
because nothing had happened here
except with the sole exception of the
litOe frontier village Longju. Repeatedly, in the cOllrse of talks sometimes they are reflected in these
papers too-we were given to understand something not absolutely, not
clearly; as has now been discovered,
always their phrases had a double
meaning attached to them which could
be interpreted any way, to assure us
of something and later to deny that
they had assured us. I remember the
long talk I had with the Chinese
Prime Minister, speciallv about the
MacMahon Line. I forget the exact date;
it was five years ago or six years ago;
I do not remember exactly. That was
when he came to India. We had a
long talk and immediately after the
talk I put down in a note I prepared
the can tents of our talk so that I
might not forget it, That note is here
in our office. Much later I sent an
extract of my note of that talk to the
Chinese Government and they denied
the truth of it! I was very much surprised and hurt because I was quite
certain. When we were talking it
was not once I asked; I asked the
same question two or three times and
definitely the answer was given to
me. He gave me to understand that
although the Chinese Government
considered the McMahon line an
illegal line and a British imperialist
line, nevertheless because of the large
number of facts, becau.e of their
desire to be friendly with us, they
would be prepared to do this. That
was the clearest impression that I got.
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He denied it later on. So, it becomes
a little difficult to say what they stood
by at a particular time.
Anyhow, my point is that whether
they acknowledge the McMahon line
or not undoubtedly it has been, till a
few weeks ago, completely in our
possession; the area on this side was
completely in our possession; for
generations past it has been in our
possession; if you like it I can put a
later date. 1913-14 and I may say that
it was a recording of what had been
happening previously. How does it
justify the Chinese Government to
carryon an invasion of it, by any law,
international standards of behaviour
or for any other reason?
The House may have noticed a
very peculiar approach
that the
Chine.se Government has made to
what has happened recently in NEFA.
They go 01' saying that India attacked
them anet their frontier guards as
theY' are called are merely defending themselves. I must' confess that
this complete perversion of facts and
the attempt to make falsehood appear
to be the truith, and the truth to be
the falsehoOd has
amazed me because nothing can be more utterly
.baseless than what they have been
saying. Here is a single fact. We
have been up to the McMahon line
all these years; we have not gone
one inch beyond nOr have we covered
another's territory. They have corne.
Let us for the moment assume their
case that 'there is some doubt about
where the McMahon line is. But
the point is that they have invaded
?n area which has not been in ~ eir
possession ever, ever in the history
of the last 10.000 years. After all
the present Chine;e Government came
into existence 12 years ago or thereabouts. Anv claim that they may
directly make to this territory can
only ~ made either in these 12 Iyears
or possibly previously through Tibet.
So, it becom"s a question of what
they can claim through
Tibet or
througq their domination over Tibet.
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It is true ,that for a long time past
there were some frontier questions
between Tibet and India, even in
British times. But all these questions
were aboult little
pockets or little
frontier areas, small
areas. Nobdy
haS' ever put forward,
no Tibetan
Government has
ever put forward
previously these large claims to what
tantamounts to two thirds of NEFA,
apart from the vast area in Ladakh.
So, we arrive at one firm conclusion which is not capable Of argument or denial; that is the Chinese
have come to this te~itor with a
massive fOPee, territory which for a
long time at lea SIt has been included
in India, and administered in a vag,.e
way and a little fully administered
by India. If theyhad and claim they
could have discussed it and talked
about it and adoplted various means
of peaceful settlement, appointed arbitrators or gone to the Hague Court
Or whatever ilt was,

Here, I may say, it het' be0', "'1fortunate, in this as in sO m"'V r: her
cases, that the present Government
Of China is not
represented in the
United Nations. Hon. Members ar"
surprised whEn we have supported
the Chinese representation-the
representation of the People's Government!, of: China-in: Ith'l United Nations. We have supported it in spite
of this present invasion. because we
have to look at it this way: it is nOO;
a question of likes or dislikes. It is
which, will facilitate
a question,
Chinese aggression; it will facilitate
its misbehaviour in the future. It will
make disarmament impossib1e in the
world. You might disarm the whole
world and leav'1 China, a great,
powerful counJtry, fully armed to the
teeth. It iSI inconce:vable. Therefore.
in spite of OUr great resentment at
what they have done, the great irritation and anger, still, I am glad to
say that we kept some perspective
about things and supporter! that even
now. The difficulty is one cannot call
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them up before any tribunal or wor'd
eourt Or anywhere. They are just
wholly an irrespons'ble country believing, I believe, in war as the only
way of settling any.thing, having no
love of peace and stalting almost that.
and with great pOWer at their disposal. T:lat is the dangeroUs state 00
allairs not only for India but for \;he
rest of the world. I am not going
into the question, as some people do,
of communism or anti-Communism.
I do not believe that rthat is a major
issue in this matter or any other.
Communism may help; but the major
issue is, an expansionist imperialist
minded cOuntry eli er ~l invading·
into a new country .... (Interruption).
Shri Tyagi (Dehra Dun):
slave army.

With a

Shri ,Jawaharlal Nehru: I do not
know what the hon. Member has said.
I am not entering into that argumenlt.
I am laying stress on this fact, because as some countries do, they explain everything in terms of communism and an1;i-communism. I think
the re.mlt is that they are unable to
see many of the basic facts 00 the
question. Communism may help or
communism may hinder.
Communism may give them a certain strength
or weakness, whatever it may be.
But today we are facing a naked
aggression, just the type of aggression
which we saw in the 18th and 19th
centuries; there was then no communism anywhere.
Shri Ranga (Chlttoor):
20th century.

This is the

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: So, we
have tl> face this: new type Of imperialism on our borders. Asb is
facing this new type, and the whole
world is concerned with that. For the
moment, we are most concerned with
it, and we have to face it a'1d bear
the burden ourselves, although some
of OUr friendly
countries are certainly helping us and we are grateful
to them for that help.
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To say that we are committing all
this aggression on Chinese territory
is a/ kinG Of double talk which '5
very difficult for a man of· my simple
mind to understand
"We commit
ag!:ression on oursel~es v!e commit
aggression on the soil of our own
eountry and they defend it by
coming over tile mounta'ns into our
territory". It i5 really extraordinary
to what length
people' can go to
justify their misdeeds.
It is true that when we hea·.d on
the 8th September of their coming
over the Thagla pass into our territory in some forces, we had qu'te
adequate forces in our po9ts. We had
no doubt some forces there to meet
any iIllCursion, but if
large forces
come over, an ordinary military post
can hardly resist them. We took immediaJte steps to send further forces
to reinforce our posts. We sen t them
immediately as we had to, i:1 the
circumstances; yet there was one unfortunate factor which normally snould
be remembered. That was, if we send
our forces, who are tough, young and
strong, nevertheless, we send them
from the p'ains of India suddenly to
14,000 ft. high. For any person; however strong he may be, it requires
time to be acclima tised to these
heights. But they went there. When
they went there, then began a process; we sent some further forces and
thought that they would be adequate
to meet the Shinese menace in so far
as it was feasible. The Chinese also
started increasing their forces there.
Now, for them, it was a relatively
easy matter, ·because they have ;>,ast
forces in Tibet. I do not know how
much they have. They used to have 11
divisions, and I am told they now bave
13 or 14 divisions in Tibet. Just imagine the very vast armies they are
having in Tibet alone.

-n

~l1 ~~ ~r r
~ cIT
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..

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I think, if
the hon. Member feels keenly about
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it, we will send him to the frontier!
Perhaps the Speeches may convince
the Chinese
So, first of all, the
Chinese armies were fully acclimatised, li in ~or long On the high plateau
of T'bet. It was just not in the line
with the ridge but only a little below
the ridge.
Secondly, ·the whole of Tibet has
been covered in the last few years by
roads and the roads there, in that
extreinely severe
climate, mean
simply levelling the ground, removing boulders, etc., because you do not
require cementt or anything! at that
he:ght. The ground itself is so very
hard. So, this is cov.ered by roads,
and they can travel perhaps at quick
notice from one part to another in
Tibet.

May I add that tllere has been a
great deal of attack about our unpreparedness. I think most of it is
based on ignorance. (Interruption).

Shri Dari Vishnu Kamath: We dG
not want to interrupt; you may go on
replying in your own way.
Shri lawaharlal Nehru: I am glad
of this generosity in not interrupting
me. I say most of this talk is based
on ignorance of facts. Some of tllem
is true: first of all, it is perfectly true
that we were not prepared to face
two or three divisions of the Chinese
army descending upon the forces
there.

~l

..n

i ~

l 1

'f'!>

(Interruptions) .
So, they could bring large forces to
the other side of the Thagla ridge.
They would not be immediately visible to us, because Qn the other sideand that is what we believe happened-although some forces were beinz
added on by the Chinese crossing the
Th3g1a ridge they could not be seen.
They were adding large numbers vf
forces on the other side nearby and
in the last few days of this battle that
occurred there On the 20t.!1, they
poured in masses of the people. I
do not know how much: six, SEven
and eight times the number of troops
that we had. They have thus logistic
advantage not only of bringing troops
but supplying everything that could
be brought immediately on the other
side of the Thagla ridge and send
them. We had a certain disadvantage. I am merely mentioning
the
facts-the logistic disadvantage (If
the people having been suddenly sent
to those heights. Everything
that
thev require has to be sent by
air,
and our Air Force has done a very
fine piece of work there, in taking
everything by air in spite, sometimes,
of enemy fire and the difficulties that
always occur in those high mountains.
So, this went on.
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Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I am sorry
not to be able to oblige the llwamiji.
I would have been glad to oblige him,
but my difficulty is, as you yourself
have been pleased to remark, in a
matter of this kind, there are many
Members of this House who might not
understand me otherwise.
I was talking about unpreparedness. It is perfectly true, as I said,
that we were unprepared to meet a
massive invasion of two or three
divisions. But the other things that
are said about roads, about blankets,
etc. are very largely incorrect. . . .
(Interruptions) .
Shri Mohan
Swarup
What about arms?

(Pilibhit) :

8hri Jawaharlal Nehfta: It is reaIly
extraordinary that many persons here
who know nothing about arms talk
about arms. (Interruptions).

Mr. Speaker: Let us hear the hon.
Prime Minister. All sections
shall
have their opportunity to express
themselves. We are now listening to"
the Prime Minister.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I do not
wish to go into details. I merely
wanted to indicate that the criticisms
that are made, partly justified, He
largely not justified. About arms, it
is not a thing which one normally
talks about in Parliament openly.
But I would be glad to explain what
we have done, what we have
not
done .nd the difficulties that we had
to face.
..
The hon. House will remember that
till independence, our defence department was entirely under the war
office, and the war office not only
laid down the policy, but insisted that
everything as far as possible shOUld
be acquired
through
Whitehall.
During the last great war, because 01"
the difficulties 01 acquiring war material from abroad, from the
United
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.Kingdom, some of our ordnance facto;ks g"2W up, but still they were ratbe:' c:emzntary. The first problem we
ha.:\ Lc solve. therefore, was to get out
.of ihis Whiehall atmosphere and the
p,-actic" of our acquiring everything
fro.m there,
determining our ()Wn
po!;e.: and al 1 t"at. 1 think we have
dO:le' rather weil to build up in these
years this industry.
There i.> always a choice and there
has been a choice in this and other
matters for us to buy arm. from abroad or tot make them:
ours.elves.
Obviously it is in initel~ better to
make them ourselves, because that
strengthenS the country; industrially
and o~ erwise and secondly, you cann"t altogether rely on, outside supplies; any moment they may fail you
IDd economically it is
~ to get
them from o.utside. So, our practice
has been to try to build up our arms.
the industry and the like in the country and we have done fairly well. We
mi,gnt
'l'1Ve done better; I do not
know. All kinds of difficulties arise,
because development of one industry
depznds on the whole industrial
background of the country. We have
lai" stres, On that. 1 would not go
into that.
A great deal was said about arm,.
~tic rifle, and the rest. For the
las· three or four years, we have been
trying to make
them and various
difficulties arose about patents, this,
t!1at and' t ~ other and< sometimes
~ 1t cur own difficulties in findi.ng
enou~
foreign exchange.
This has
'P"" a continuing difficulty, as to I10W
MUC'! ~ e should spend in the shape
o! forcign exchange. Ultimately. we
got over these i icultie ~ aneli
we
stqrted their manufacture,
I forget
the date. but some time this year and
we arc 1'l'l·.T: making them.
utr

The only alterna:ive was previously for us to get a large number of
those weapons from abroad. We hesi~ te
we wanted to make them ourselves. Undoubt<!dly. we could have
o~ them, ·but remember this. If we
. have tried to 'get all those weapons
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from abroad in what might be called
relatively peace time, w~ will have
to spend enormous sums of money.
Our whole planning, etc. will have \
gone. because when you talk of
weapons in terms o~ war, yOU talk
in terms of thousands of crores. It
is not a question of a few crores, but
thousands of
crores and! it; would
have smashed our economy. It is a
i eren~ matter When
we have to
face this tremendOUs;
crisis, which
both our people feel So much and the
world sees; we can get better terms to
get the things and our people are
prepared to spe<nd much more.
I am
merely pointing cut somE'
things; they m"y not he adequate explanation, but I want you to appreciate that every attempt has been
ma'le and continually being made to
build up industry-an aircraft inu~tr
an arms industry, etc., an upto-date one. Obviously we cannot bel
upto-to-date in the sen."!' of competing, let us say. with America or the
Soviet Union or England. It is just
not possible for us to advance our
basic industries and science so much.
But we haVe
made good advance
s<,ientificially. One of the o~t important features
is that the defence
science department that "'Ie have
built up is a hihg-class a/'fair. employing about 2,000 scientists.

Anyhow, if there
were mistakes
committe1 or delays committed, it is
not for me to go into that now. It
is not a good thing for us to apportion blame an:l say that such and
such officer Or such and such Minister, etc. is to blame. We are all to
blame in a sense. (Interruptions\.
It is a: facti
that ever since 1st
October when I returned from abroad
everv d'ay
I have been connectedpreviously I was connected through
the Def""ce Ministry. but from the
1st October, I have been there every
day. We, the Chiefs of Staff and
others sat together and dISCUssed the
matters. And, naturally, it is for the
'\<

us
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experts, the Chiefs of Stan &lid their
advisers to determine the tactics, the
strategy etc., of fighting, and' not for
me; I do not know enough about it.
I can. only put questions to them,
malte suggestions to them, leaving the
final carrying out of it to their hands.

.n
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We took several steps. On the very

next day, on 2nd October, we called

back the Chie! of the General Staff,
General
Kaul,
who
was
on
leave then. I want to mention his
lUIDle specially because, quite extraordinarily unjust things have been
lIIIid about him. We sent for him
and we changed the method of command, separatinijj N ag"a) Hills etc.,
from NEFA. rie wenti there practically within 24 hours. Some people
say he had not had any experience
of fighting. That is not correct He
had the experience of fighting in
Burma. He was our Military Attache
in Washington when the trouble occurred in Kashmir, but he begged us
to send him there. We sent him
there and he was there. I doubt,
knowing a good many of our officers
and others,-many of them are goodin sheer courage and initiative and
hard work, if we can fIDei anybo1y
to beat him. Anyhow, it is very unfair for our officers who are bearing
heavy burden, whether it be Kaul or
anybody else, to be criticised in this
way, criticised: bY' foreign
correspondents sending
messages abroad
That is a highly improper, highly
irresponsible thing to be done when
they are bearing such heavy burden.
Then, General Kaul, as soon
as
he went over there--he went ther,e
suddenly from here--14,000 feetdllily walked 16 to 20 miles from post
to
Dost over
highly
precipitous
mountain area. He fell ill an ~ he
came here to report after 4 or 5

da)'ll.
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Mr. SPeaker: Order, order. I would
first ask the hon. Members on these
benches, on the Congress side, not
to interfere or take into their own
hands the right to silence any other
hon. Member. I think I am competent enough. I will deal with
any
h·on. Member who interrupts or who
says things like that. Wherever 1
need the help of all those hon. Members I will request them. But I think
I would not need that. I hope hon.
Members on
this side would not
compel me to go to that extent. They
will have ample opportunity to have
their say. I will allow them as much
as they want. Now they should listen
patiently. When their
turn comes
and when they speak, if they are interrupted in this manner they would
not like that. Therefore. we .hould
listen to the Prime Minister in order
to be able to criticise what he has
said. If thev do not listen to him,
how shall the hon. Members 0:1 this
side criticise those facts that he is
giving. Let him have his say. When
their opportunity comes
they can
criticise him.
.
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Proclamation of

Emerl7enCl/ and Augression
by China

Shri .Jawaharlal Nehru: I would
KIte to point out to the House a f!lct,
which is no doubt known, that this
Invasion by the Chinese did
not
merely take place in NEFA on the
20th October. On that very day it
was a co-ordinated attack all along
the line from Ladakh to NEFA.
Therefore, to say that because we
had attacked them-we are perfectly
'ustified in oushing them and attackIng them-in NEFA, to make that an
excuse and say that we had attacked
them in NEFA and therefore they are
attacking us on that day all 'lIang the
line of Ladakh Is a thing which
is
manifestly a false statement,
madelip thing.

a

Now, a few days after the 20th
October-I think it was 24th-a message was sent to the heads of Governments or heads of States in cases
where it may be so, almost all
of
them, pointing out the background of
Chinese invasion and stating our firm
resolve to resist it-a copy of it I have
placed on the Table of the
House.
We have received ~ n replies, not
from all yet but from many of them,
extending their sympathy and support at the present crisis.
Just loon after, four or five days
after this massive attack, the Chinese
Prime Minister came out with, what
Is called, a "three-point proposal" on
which a ceasefire might be arrived.
This was very vague. It was not quite
clear what he meant. But what appeared to us and what appeared later
on to us with further elucidation was
that it meant our not only acknowledging or partly acknowledging their
right to be where they were on our
territory, but our force retiring still
further, some 20 kilometres or so; that
Is to say, although the Chinese armies
~ oul retire a little on our territory
we would retire further and they
would have an opportunity to build
up their strength On our territory to
attack us further later. It Is an impossible thing for us tQ agree to.
There has been some confusion about
this in the countries, not on«., here

laS

but in other countries too, but as we
have explained it most people have
understood it-I am talking about
other countries.
We, in reply or independently 01',
rather, proposed that they should retire to the line prior to the 8th September, t.'1.at is, behin1 the McMahoL
Line there and they should also retire the advances
they had made
since the 8th September in Ladakh.
Some Of our friends have ,aid that
this was a weak proposal, we should
have asked them to go out completely. Well, it is for the House to judge
our weakness and strength, and the
proposals must have some realities,
becaUSe we have not o"nlv to abide
by it but we have to convi'nce all our
friends elsewhere that we are making something, a proposal which ip
reasonable an:! which carl be given
effect to. The proposal was that thpy,
should retire to that line as it stor., _
On 8th September both in NEFA anJ'\
Ladakh. Then we were prepared :,0
meet their representatives to consider
what further steps should be taken
to lessen tension etc. Once that was
agreed to, then would come as a
third step our meeting togethl'r to
conisider the merits of the question.,
We have made that proposal and we
stand by it. I think it is a reasonable
proposal and certainly not in any
sense a dishonourable or a weak one.
Then, meanwhlle, many of our
friends abroad, well-intentioned countries, made various efforts to bI ing
about cease-fire, stoppage of fighting
and a consideration of the matter on "
the merits. Their efforts, or rather
their desire, to help in stopping this
fighting is very laudable, !I11d we welcome their desire. But, not knowing
all the detailed facts, so eti ~s they
made some proposals which had no
great relevance to the situation.
I shall refer only to one of them
and that was the reference made by
President
s ~r of the UAR. I must
pay my tribute to President Nasser in
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this matter because he did not make
a vague proposal in the air. People
advise us to be good and peaceful,
as if we are inclined to war. In fact,
if w<: are anything, as the House well
knows, We do not possess the warlike mentality and that is why for
the purpose of war ';,ere is weakness. We may have u"veloped it, but
that is a different matter, I am talking of the past. So, people talking
to us to be good boys and make it up
has no particular meaning, unless
they come to grips with the particular issueo involved. Now, President
NaSSer took the trouble to understand the facts and, thereafter, issued
a pre;idential decree or rommunique
issued by the President-:n-Council of
the UAR in w~c he made certain
proposals. Thrse proposals were not
exactly On the lines we had suggested
bl't "'ere large1v in conformity with
Oll!' "roposals. 'l'>,ey laid special stress
on "')OP" witl-,drawing to their lines
wh, e they stood prior to the 8th of
September. That was a major thing.
That fitted: in
witli our proposal.
Chinal has l'''.iected this proposal,
made by PrE!3jdent Nasser,
Now" this crisiS ill none of! our
making Or seeking. It is China which
has sought to enforce its so-called
territorial claims by military might.
Indeed, she has advanced beyond the
line Of her territorial claims As I
said, their frontier is a mobile' one;
anything they could' grasp becomes
t ~ir frontier.
'
'/

--- In his task,
in defending our
frontiers and OUr motherland, we
have sought help from all friendly
countries, I wish to expre3S my gratitude for the prompt response to our
appeal for, sympathy and
SUPPO"
which have been given to us by various countries. This help that is
given is unconditional and wi !:hout
any strings. It does n(" therefore,
affect directly our policy of : !'onalignment which we value.
Those
countrie, which have heln"<i us have
themselves recognised tills ani made
It clear that they do not expect us to
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leave taat pohlcy. Help has been
given to uS swiftly by the United
States, by the United Kingdom and
by seme other friendly cOUiltries. We
are in touch with many others. We
have! also made aproaches to other
friendlY' eountries like the Soviet
Union
and France for wpply of
equipment.
We have often declared that we do
not covet any territory
o~ anyone
else; we are quite satisfied with our
own territory such as it is. But there
is another aspect of that. We do not
sublIlit to anyone else coveting; our
territory and although the aggressor
in this instance has gained some
initial successe;-I do not know what
they have in mind,
whether they
want to use it as a bargaining counter or they have some other evil designs--as I have said we cannot submit to it, whatever the consequences.
There is one other aspect which I
should like to mention, which is not
indirectly connected with this matter
but directlY' connected, and that is
our development plans and the Five
Year Plan. Some people have said
"let us give up these Plans so that
we may' concentrate On the war
effort". What i~ the war cifort?
People think of the soldiers in the
front, which· is perfectly right. They
are bearing the brunt of the heat
and danger. But in this matter, in
the kind of struggle that we are involved in, every peasant in the field
is a soldier, every worker in a factory is a soldier. Our work, our war
effQrt essentially, apart frOm the
actual fighting done, is in ever greater
production in the field and! factory,
We must remember, that. It is an
effort which depends greatly on our
development.
Today we are much
more in a position to make that kind
of effort in field and factory than,
let us say, ten or twelve years ago;
there is no doubt about that. We are
not still adequately developed. I
hope this very crisis will make us
always to be remembered that an
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army today, II!, modem army, fights
with modern weapons which it hu
to manufacture itself in that country. It is based on the development
of industry, and that industry must
have an agricultural base if it is to
succeed. Therefore, we have to develop all round, apart from. agriculture
and industry, v!hkh are the basic
things in our }'ive Year Plan. Then
there i9 power,
whicH is essential
~o
the point of view of war ef'fort,
1, am the ·point of view of industry,
from the point of view Of even agriculture. So that, to talk of scrapping
the Fi\'e Year Plan is not to .understand the real springs of our strength.
We have to carry· the Five Year Plan
and go beyond 'it io many respects.
It may be, in some :"atters which are
considered non-essential,
we
may
tone down or leave them but in the
major, things of the Five Year Plan
we have to make the fullest effort.
Among the major thing9 agriculture
is highly important. How can a
countrv fight when it is lacking in
fOOd?/B ,t I do not think we will be.
We ha','" to grow more and more,
which is a difficult thing. We have
laid down the targets for our agricultural produce in our Five ~ r Plan,
but in the last yoor or two, this year
especially, we have fallen behind because of floods and all kinds of things.

Now, although we have fallen behin-l, I take it that we have to aim
at i~ er targets than we have laid
down even ia the Third Plan, and I
am sure we shall get that. I am not
talking vaguely. I think we can get
that. We cannot get it so easily if
we laid dOWn certain targets in the
office here in t"e Food Ministry. We
must go down to t ~ peasant, to the
agriCUlturist. a'ldi transform his present enthusiasm, hiS' present energy
into ,greater production, Nothing is
more cheering an" hea,""ening than
the readion
on s~ the
people,
amongst the peasants who have given
their little mite. Let them transform
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them into greater production.
am
sure they can, if we approach them
rightly. So also with industry; so also
with many other ;things like e uc ~on
etc. We must look upon all of them
as part of the war effort that we h&ve
to make. II', this process I hope we
shall not only build! up our !lation
more swiftly but will make it stronger,
make it more social-minded and lay
the base of the socialist structure that
we aim at.
This peril we have to tace I is a
grave menace. This challenge may be
converted into opportunity' for us to
grow and to change the dark cloud
that envelops our frontiers into the
bright sun not only of freedom but
uf welfare in this country.
In effect we have to look at this
matter as an effort of the whole
nation. We may say-some people
say-we want an armed people, That
is true in a sense. But what we really want is the whole people mobilised
for this effort doing their separate
jobs whether it is in the field, the
factory or the battlefield thus combining together and strengtheni" g
the
nation and bringing success to us. We
have to be armed, therefore, not only
by weapons of warfare but by weapons of agriculture, industry and all
those as well.
We do not minimise our task. Let
no man minimise it or have any il1usions about it. It is not a thing which
we can deal with by momentary
enthusiasm, enthusiasm of the moment
or lasting a month or two. It is a long
effort that we require--a difficult
effort-and we shall have to go out to
do our utmost. It is not merely
enough to pay something to the Defence Fund or to do something else.
That is good in its own way. It is
very welcome how people are paying them by straining every nerve to
the utmost. We have to keep up our
strength and our determination to the
end. And that end may not be near.
Therefore we have to prepare in
every way to strengthen the nation
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not only for today and tomorrow but
11ft ~~ mffi (m.m)
for the day after also to meet this
~ tTU ~~ '};U tt 'TlIT ~ ~
menace. If we do that, I have no
doubt that we shall be able to show
~~~~~~~~1
the determination and fortitude ~ t
is required of our people. We have
Shri 8. M. Banerjee (Kanpur): I
bad a glimpse of it in their Dresent
wish to move amendment No. 4.
enthusiasm which has been a most
8hri K. Pattaayak (Sambalpur): I
moving sight. To see our people
come, not only the young but the cld
wish to move Bmendments No. 5 and
-old men and old women-and the
II.
young little children
and
their
Shri U. M. Trivedi (Mandsaur): I
enthusiasm has been a sight to gladwish to move amendments No.7 and
den any heart.
No.8.
Now before I end I should like to
Shri Frank Anthony (Nominatedsay a word about our soldiers
and
Anglo-Indians): My amendment No.
airmen who are working under ex9 has become
unnecessary by t.'le
traordinarily difficult circumstances.
resignation of the former Defence
I want to send on your behalf our
Minister but I wish to move my
greetings and assurance of our full
amendment No. 10.
assistance. To those who have fallen
in defence of the country we
pay
Shri N. 8reekantan Nair (Quilon):
our homage. They will not be forwish to move amendment No.1!,
gotten by us or by those who follow
us. I am confident that all sides of
Shri Ram Ratan Gupta (Gonda): I
this House will stand united in this
wish to move amendment No. 12.
great venture and wi!! demonstrate
to the world that free India which
has stood for peace and will always
11ft ~ ~ r tr ~ : ;f!!l'RT
stand for peace and friendship with
~ r l:flillT
~ ~ ~ I
other countries can never tolerate
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aggression and invasion. If we have
worked for peace as we have
done
Bnd we shall continue to do so, we
can also work for war effectively if
we are attacked as we have
been.
Sir, I commend these Resolutions to
the House.

Mr. Speaker: I have plaCed both
these Resolutions before the House.
Now I have to take up the substitute
motions and amendments that I have
received notice of. The first is by
Dr. S"mghvi. Does he want to move
It?
Dr. L. M. Smghvt (Jodhpur): Yes,
Sir; I wish to move my substitute
motion (Serial No.1).
Shri Sureudranath Dwlvedy (Kendrapara): I wish to move the amendment to the Resolution (No.2. List
No.2).

n
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Shri Parashar (Shivpurl): I wish
to move my amendment No. 14.

Mr. Speaker: Then I have received
notices of two amendments from Shri
N. G. Ranga and some other
hon.
Members. Does ihe wish to move
them?
9brl Ranga (Chittoor): Yes, Sir.
Shrlmati Reno Chakravartty (Barrackpore): Why were they cirCUlated
80 late?

Mr. Speaker: Probably they were
received late but I have
allcnved
them. Then, there is one by Shri
Sivamurthi Swami
Shri Sivamurthi Swami (KoppaI):
I wish to move it.
Sb:rI Surendranath DwivedT: It ha.t
not been circulated.

